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IN NEW YORK’S HUDSON VALLEY, DELTA® FAUCETS BRING A PERSONAL TOUCH TO A PUBLIC SPACE.

Creating a timeless retreat for business travelers.

When redesigning a large corporate bathroom at the Renaissance Westchester Hotel, Kraig Kalashian Architecture & Design did far more than merely specify tiles and counter materials. The company put its philosophy of “comfortable luxury” into practice, transforming what could have been a cold, institutional space into a warm, welcoming refuge.

Principal Kraig Kalashian and designer Kristen Hagen began by assembling a palette of dark, rich colors suited to a private, secluded space. Creating a mood that felt aspirational but approachable, the pair added such touches as lantern-like lighting fixtures, round metal mirrors supported by leather straps and sleek, wall-mounted Trinsic® faucets.

A warm look for an inviting interior.

The clean lines and modern look of the Delta Trinsic Bath Collection were perfectly suited to the restyled bathroom. The Kalashian team was particularly drawn to the collection’s warm Champagne Bronze™ finish, which reinforced the room’s feel of nearly-residential comfort. That design and finish—coupled with our accommodating price, trusted name and dependable service—now make Delta products a welcome fixture at the Renaissance Westchester.

DESIGNER BIO:

Kraig Kalashian entered the New York Institute of Technology School of Architecture in 1992, intent on designing the world around him. A short 17 years later, he founded the firm that bears his name—and now creates exterior and interior environments across the nation. From North Carolina’s Sheraton Raleigh to the Q&C Hotel in New Orleans, Kalashian has relished the challenges posed by each new project—and takes pride in creating ageless, “renovation-proof” spaces for all of his clients.